
With Both Hands 

Revelation 2:12-17 

Christ’s words to the church at Pergamum serve as a warning about 

our penchant for __________ in our relationship to Jesus as Lord.   

Jesus calls Pergamum “the place where Satan has his _______” and 

“where Satan ______.”  Pergamum had many pagan temples and 

had the distinction of being the city in which the practice of burning 

incense to ________ as Lord was established. To refuse would 

likely lead to a legal verdict of __________ and a death sentence.  

We might expect Jesus to say, “Get out of Satan’s place.” He 

encourages _____________, not _______.  He applauds some in the 

church, not for ____________ to a safer neighborhood but for 

___________ true to His name.  

The actual word translated “remain true” in our text is the word for 

“__________,” “holding on to,” not “loosening your grip.” False 

teaching in Pergamum led to Christians participating in the meals 

and sexual immorality associated with ________, one hand holding 

Jesus while the other reached out to the faith of their __________.   

The spirit of the age today teaches that every belief, no matter how 

____________, should be deemed __________ valuable—that no 

“truth” is ________ true and determinative of how I should live.  

Succumbing to this spirit ________ the church!  It causes us to doubt 

the efficacy of our own truth claims and mutes our witness, calling 

evangelism an act of _________. Divided __________ leaves little 

time, energy, or finances to give to the mission of the church. 

Succumbing to this spirit _____________ our Christlikeness.  

Who is your Lord?  What ________ most to you?  What guides your 

___________ and the way you ______ others?  What determines the 

steps you take and the direction they lead? This is who you call Lord. 

______, you say.  Only if you hold Him with _____ _______, not 

with one hand while the second is _______________________. 

 

 

 

 


